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ANNUAL CONFERENCE LAUNCHES UfP
EUROPE CAMPAIGN
'Britain In/Out of Europe – What is Best for Peace?' was
the theme of UfP Annual Conference 2015 at House of Lords on
9 November, attended by some 90 people, launching UfP's
EUROPE for PEACE campaign for the EU referendum debate.
UfP Chair Vijay Mehta declared it would stress EU institutions
had kept Europe peaceful for 70 years, urge key reforms and seek
to 'build bridges' between 'IN' and 'OUT' campaigns. Event chair
Rita Payne, President, Commonwealth Journalists Association,
deemed the conference 'very timely' in the light of David
Cameron's EU negotiations.
Lord Maclennan of Rogart [former Liberal Democrat
President], recalling "searing childhood experiences of World War
Two" had impelled him to work in international law and go into
politics with a special focus on Europe, declared "putting the
European Union together, getting the countries of Western Europe
to settle their differences peacefully was miraculous.” On UK's EU
membership, he deemed the British public "insufficiently aware of
the risks of pulling out: we would lose our voice in the world, and
inward investment." A 'Brexit' could cause EU to disintegrate. He
backed "ever closer union", originally a British concept, so Europe
could hold its own in face of rising China, India and Brazil. Greater
co-operation and democracy within EU structures and closer
contacts of national parliaments with EU, were needed.
Jean Lambert MEP [Green Party] stressed EU had been 'major
influence' in maintaining peace in Europe post-1945 and
developing democracy and human rights, although UK had mainly
seen it as a trade organisation, its primary role. "The strength of
EU is all about working together for the common good." EU had
managed the re-uniting of Germany peacefully, assisted East
European members towards stability, and helped Northern
Ireland's peace process with finance. Yet moves to boost military
co-operation and closer alignment with NATO caused much
concern. She favoured EU working strongly for global peace,
human rights and climate change action.
Brendan Donnelly, Director, Federal Trust and ex-MEP, stressed
the originators of the European Unity project were 'very serious'
about peace: they aimed to "institutionalise the idea that 'Jaw
Jaw is better than War War'." The success of EU had made war
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in Europe unthinkable; the Cold War had not been a means of
maintaining peace. UK mistakenly spoke of 'surrendering'
sovereignty; EU was a system of sharing sovereignty. Voting to
leave EU would give UK an uncertain future; the referendum
"would not be the end of the story".
Lord [Roger] Liddle [Labour], author of The Europe Dilemma,
said EU had achieved 'a miracle' in healing Europe's wounds post1945, but was now theatened by the rise of populist nationalism
in several states. For Europe's sake it was vital UK remained a
member. Currently "caught between inter-governmental cooperation and a federal system of democracy, only 'more Europe'
and 'more democracy' was the positive way ahead for EU. The
Euro, set up on a flawed basis, had caused high unemployment
and loss of sovereignty in southern Europe and resentment in
northern Europe; its crisis could only be solved by pooling fiscal
sovereignty. 'More Europe' also was the only answer to the
migration crisis.
Vijay Mehta, UfP Chair, author of Exporting Europe's Peace, said
'Ten Peace Factors' developed by EU had made war in Europe
unthinkable post-1945. They were: "Enshrined Democracy and
Rule of Law; Economic Truce; Open Borders and Human Ties; Soft
Power and Shared Values; Permanent Discussion, Dialogue and
Diplomacy; Financial Incentives and Support; Veto and Consensus
Building; Resistance to External Interference; Rules,Human
Rights, Multiculturalism; Mutual Trust and Peaceful Co-Existence."
EU structures and processes had achieved 'positive peace' of
interdependence and mutual co-operation, with UK in a key role.
Yet EU now faced its greatest crisis – of the Eurozone, migration
and anti-EU populism: reforms were urgent. With EU states the
world's third major arms supplier, fuelling instability and wars in
poor regions, Europe's 'War Profiteers' had to be curbed. EU's free
market and austerity agenda had to become a participatory
economy serving people's needs. Constructive engagement with
Russia had to replace close alignment with NATO. EU had
resources and obligation to solve the refugee crisis caused by
Western interventions in Middle East. UK should not withdraw, but
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lead in Europe to tackle its challenges. [Full text of
V.Mehta speech on UfP website].
Rev. Philip Foster, long-time UKIP activist, gave a
historical perspective, identifying Napoleon's Continental
System as "possibly the first attempt at a supra-national
trading bloc", the mid-19th century customs union
[Zollverein] and Prussian-led expansionism as German
models for European unity, and fears of intra-European
conflict sparking notions of a 'United States of Europe'. Lord [Roger] Liddle
The European Commission was an unaccountable supranational quasi-government. Some German politicians
wished to re-assert German hegemony in Europe via EU,
already expanding German influence eastwards in various
Balkan crises. In Ukraine, EU had committed aggression
by helping depose the democratically elected President
Yanukovich; in the Euro crisis, Germany had dictated to
EU's poor South and EU had replaced democratic
governments in Greece and Italy; Germany's 'open door'
policy had worsened the migration crisis, causing
tensions across the continent. Fearing "a new European
civil war" and stressing UK must regain its sovereignty, Rev. Philip Foster
Rev. Foster urged "we must leave as soon as possible."

[NB: Two other anti-EU speakers cancelled at short
notice].
Rev. Brian Cooper [UfP Co-ordinator] said EU
eastwards expansionism threatened peace and stability
by clashing with Russia's legitimate security interests, eg.
Moldova was now 'deeply divided' between pro-EU and
pro-Russian political forces. For the sake of building
peace, EU should finalise its borders and limit its
membership: it was absurd to consider countries like
Georgia or Armenia as 'part of Europe'. Pulling Ukraine
towards EU had caused a dangerous civil war: EU had to
re-establish 'constructive dialogue' with Russia.
Open Forum key issues included: importance of
'developing a European identity', especially in Britain; EU
'soft power' prioritised over militarisation; transparency
and accountability of EU institutions to its citizens; power
of corporate interests upon EU policies and danger of
trade deals eg. TTIP; more knowledge of what a 'federal
Europe' would mean in practice; need to bring Russia
fully within the European family of nations.
Report by Brian Cooper & Daphne Smalling
[Full Report on UfP Website]

Editorial: Europe and Middle East-North Africa – Inter-linked Crises
The world today is afflicted by greater turmoil than in living
memory - certainly since the end of World War Two. The menace
of ISIS, deemed by UN 'an unprecedented threat' to world peace,
has spread from Iraq and Syria to Libya and towards West Africa,
linking with regional jihadist groups. Via the internet, it threatens
atrocities 'anytime, anywhere'. Western military actions –
including UK airstrikes – have neither defeated it nor reduced its
appeal to disaffected Muslim youth in many lands [rather the
reverse]. Most of Middle East and North Africa [MENA] to
Afghanistan and Pakistan is ablaze with multiple wars and
terrorism, inflicting death and destruction, economic and political
chaos and great suffering for millions. An all-parties negotiated
peace in Syria is the first fundamental step towards regional
peace and stability.

Recognising these inter-linked crises deeply affect Europe's future,
and that Britain's role in Europe is under question before the
In/Out referendum, Uniting for Peace has launched its new
'Europe for Peace – Count me In' campaign. It will highlight
how the European Union's peace-building institutions – which
have sustained peace in Europe for over 70 years – could be
applied to the conflicted regions of MENA and elsewhere. Can UN
and EU be key partners to bring peace and reconciliation to the
world's war-ravaged regions?
Advancing our campaign, the UfP 2016 Spring Conference [5
March] will focus on Middle East Conflicts: Impact on Europe
and Prospects for World Peace [details back page]. Further
ahead we plan a summer 2016 conference highlighting the
dangers of a 'New Cold War in Europe' arising from tensions in
Eastern Europe between US/NATO and Russia, which if not soon
peacefully resolved could spark a major war. Please join us for
these important events.
Vijay Mehta [UfP Chair] & Brian Cooper [UfP Co-ordinator]

The wider implications of these conflicts have impacted Europe
with terrorist attacks, migration and refugee crises, racism and
resurgent populist nationalism, causing a worsening economic
and security situation.

Review: Military Violence Wounds the World
Joanna Bourke, Professor of History at Birkbeck
College, London, has written much about violence in
society and her latest book explores its creeping
militarisation. She probes widely: weapon designers'
justifications for the increasing lethality of their
products and arguments over 'inhumane weapons',
the 'strange thrill' incited by killing, euphemisms to
sanitise war's real horror [cluster bombs are
'pineapples'; 'collateral damage'], embedding of
lawyers in the armed forces not to ensure
compliance with the 'Laws of War', military R&D in
UK universities, arms exports to human rights
abusing countries. She considers Human Rights
treaties have but limited practical effect.

games and the military, in both making them more
realistic and, conversely, their use by the military in
training and recruiting, is highlighted. 'Militainment' –
where violence and killing are core parts of the
entertainment, can have corrosive effects on society.
Yet she overstates that these activities in themselves
are a cause of violence, and in particular war, in real
life. The vast majority of young men playing these
games do not become psychopathic killers; most do
not join the armed forces despite the blandishments
[one reason the military use them is their difficulty
in recruiting]; above all, they do not cause wars.
While offering much enlightening material, as a
contribution to understanding the roots of conflict
this book has serious flaws. Despite its title, it lacks
any world view; its case studies are entirely restricted
to UK and USA [mostly the latter]; its prescriptions for resistance
with 'fear and hope' are far too vague. If the peace movement is
to succeed in its aim to abolish war and create a culture of peace,
it needs a more profound analysis of the obstacles than Bourke
provides.
Frank Jackson (UfP Vice-President)

Bourke's central thesis is that the militarisation of
society normalises and neutralises the effects of
violence. 'Playing War' ranges from invention of toy soldiers in
the 18th century to various incarnations of America's Movable
Fighting Man, G.I.Joe, and co-operation between Hollywood and
the military in promoting militaristic values, even in 'anti-war'
films. She discusses computer gaming even having a go herself,
thus appreciating the experience of 'killing' and range of skills
needed for success in these games. The relationship between the
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UNITED NATIONS at 70 – WHAT PROSPECTS FOR PEACE?
Rt. Hon. Clare Short, Secretary of State for International
Development in the Blair government until resigning over the Iraq
War, in a memorably brilliant 2015 Erskine Childers Lecture on the
above theme [September 23], comprehensively surveyed UN
principles and achievements, and the current global situation,
enthusing 140 people at Hilton London Euston for UN-inspired peace
activism. Recalling Dag Hammarskjold [second Secretary-General]
stated UN "was created not to lead mankind to heaven but to save
humanity from hell", she said for 70 years "UN has had to be guided
by its ideals but live with the compromises the reality of the global
order imposes."

Left to right: Brian Cooper, Vijay Mehta, Clare Short, Mohsin Ali Khan & Nisar Ali

brought hope to millions in conflict zones and poor countries. Yet
post-Cold War, tensions had arisen between Western governments
deeming UN "bloated and inefficient" and developing countries seeing
it as "undemocratic, dominated by the rich".
On prospects for world peace, Clare Short saw Middle East as "the
most worrying situation". Israel's oppression of Palestinians was
'intensifying', while US veto prevented UN action; growing global
support for the Boycott Divestments and Sanctions movement –
similar to that which helped end apartheid in South Africa – was sole
cause for optimism. Suppression of the Arab Spring except in Tunisia;
terrible conflicts in Syria, Yemen and Iraq; spread of ISIS' ugly
ideology; rising Far East tensions between China and its neighbours;
unprecedented arms expenditure, and NATO expansion threatening
new Cold War with Russia, were very present dangers. Yet the Iran
nuclear settlement and likely agreement on Sustainable Development
goals showed progress was possible.
The lively Open Forum raised questions and comment on
"democratising the UN", danger of huge flows of climate change
refugees, multilateral action at UN to end the veto, need to unite
humanist and religious values into a "universal ethic", need to
publicise MDG successes, pressure to use EU-Israel trade links to
advance Palestinian human rights and stop "land grabs", and dangers
from rising global inequality. Prince Mohsin Ali Khan of Hyderabad
urged the vital importance of inter-faith dialogue for peace-making.
Clare Short stressed the global situation though facing enormous
dangers was "not hopeless": humanity needed a wordwide surge to
strengthen understanding that the only way to make the world secure
for the future was "to uphold the principles of the UN Charter and
develop the world economy more evenly so all can enjoy dignity and
justice."
"One of the best Uniting for Peace events ever held" – a typical
audience-member comment.
Report by Brian Cooper – Full Speech & Review by Bernie

Created post-World War Two which left 50 million dead, UN's key
founding principle was "to save succeeding generations from the
scourge of war", but success on this had been limited. UN had
restrained war prospects in many cases and helped to end conflicts,
yet not fulfilled that aspiration: 51 million people died in wars from
1945 to 2000. Security Council's mandate to maintain global peace
was weakened by the veto of its five permanent members – USA,
Russia, China, France and UK: e.g. since 1982 USA had vetoed 35
resolutions critical of Israel. Despite such drawbacks "people across
the world – especially in the Third World – are still inspired by the UN
and all it stands for."
Recalling UN Charter Preamble re-affirmed "faith in fundamental
human rights [and] dignity and worth of the human person" and
armed force should not be used except "in the common interest",
Clare Short saw its noble values now entrenched as "central
international norms". Ensuring effective collective action to prevent
and remove threats to peace, suppress acts of aggression, and settle
international disputes peacefully, were core UN purposes, along with
developing international co-operation on economic, social, cultural
and humanitarian issues. Commissions for Refugees and Human
Rights, Environment Programme, and World Food Programme – food
aid for some 80 million people in 75 countries every year – ranked
among specialist agencies with creditable records. Setting up the
International Criminal Court [1998], the Millennium Development
Goals [MDG - 2000] and Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
and helping end colonialism, apartheid and the Cold War, were very
significant successes, as were worldwide surge in life expectancy
[46.6 in 1955 to 67.6 in 2010], fall in extreme poverty [MDG goal of
50% fall by 2015 achieved early] and outlawing of territorial
conquest. Some 120,000 UN peacekeepers, deployed mostly in
Africa, contributed greatly to global stability. Agencies like UNICEF

Holland on UfP Website

‘Understanding ISIS’ – Edinburgh Inter-Faith Event
of the Muslim public, deeply offended when asked to 'apologise' for
horrors perpetrated by those who perverted their faith. Yet after
decades of Western political, economic and military interventionism in
Middle East culminating in 2003 Iraq War, a minority of Muslims
worldwide certainly sympathised with ISIS-style movements.

150 people packed Edinburgh's Annandale Street Mosque 5 Dec.
2015 for UfP's inter-faith event on 'Understanding ISIS – InterFaith Responses to Religious Extremism'. After One Minute
Silence for the victims of terrorism, UfP Inter-Faith Secretary Rev.
Brian Cooper said radical Islamist theologies were background to
ISIS violent anti-Westernism. Very influential were: Syed Qutb,
fundamentalist Egyptian theorist whose book Milestones urged return
to original pure Islam to regain its power; Ayatollah Khomeini's
theology of 'Two Satans' [capitalist-imperialist USA and atheistCommunist USSR] to be overthrown; Osama bin-Laden's appeal to
restore an anti-Western Caliphate. ISIS' 'end-time' vision was also
significant.

On Christian responses to ISIS, Rt. Rev. Brian Smith, former Bishop
of Edinburgh, stressed humanitarian aid, concern for Middle East
Christians and need for deeper understanding of Islam. Christians
were very anxious about ISIS' impact on Middle East Christian
communities, who seemed specifically targeted. They "seem caught
between international acquiescence in the expansion of Israel's
empire into Palestinian territory, and the international horror of the
expansion of the ISIS Caliphate." The very historic presence of
Christians in Middle East could soon end. ISIS' claim to be grounded
in Islam utterly contrasted with historic Islamic cultural glories.
Christians needed deeper knowledge of Islamic history including 'the
sense of humiliation' felt by some Muslims over the loss of the
Ottoman Empire. ISIS fighters saw themselves as "agents of Divine
Providence" destined to build "a new world order under the Caliphate"
at this historic moment.
[Full Report on UfP Website]

Aurangzeb Haneef [Alwaleed Centre for Study of Islam, Edinburgh
University] stressed the predominant Muslim response to ISIS claims
and atrocities was worldwide abhorrence and condemnation by
clerics and scholars. '100 UK Imams Online' [both Shia and Sunni],
Muslim leaders across Middle East including Turkey's senior cleric,
1000 Indian Imams who had issued a fatwa against ISIS, 150
scholars worldwide who had published an 'Open Letter' to ISIS leader
Al Baghdadi – all vehemently rejected ISIS as utterly contrary to
Koranic teaching. 'Not in my Name' was the overwhelming response
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2015 SEPTEMBER PEACE DAYS EVENTS
UfP helped promote UN International Peace Day
[September 21] and the linked Churches
Peacemaking Sunday [September 20] with members
co-arranging and participating in a range of events. Rev.
David Mumford held an International Peace Day Service at
St. Anne’s church, Dunbar around its Peace Pole, with special focus
on conflict zones; Redditch Methodist-United Reformed church’s
event focused on human rights in Israel/Palestine; Rev. Brian
Cooper, UfP Churches & Inter-Faith Secretary, led Inter-Faith

Prayers at a Peace Service at St. Mark’s Unitarian church,
Edinburgh and held a series of seminars on Europe and
Middle East. In London, the Erskine Childers Lecture
[Sept.23 – see page 6] was key UfP occasion, while
Chelmsford, Guildford, Halifax and Hyde were among other
venues for peace days events. In Republic of Ireland, UfP member
Sister Breda of the infant Jesus Sisters in Mallow, arranged for a
Mass for World Peace at the convent, and a peace service at the
local parish church.

UfP Europe for Peace Campaign: Special Events in 2016

AGM and SPRING CONFERENCE
‘Middle East Conflicts – Impact on Europe and Prospects for World Peace’
Distinguished speakers and experts will examine current Middle East conflicts,
involvement of major powers, rise of radical Jihadism, and their impact on Europe –
especially migration and refugee crises, rise of far-right populist nationalism and
threats to EU cohesion. Can EU with UN bring peace to this war-ravaged region and
restore positive Europe-Middle East relations?
SATURDAY MARCH 5 2016: 10.30am – 4.30pm: WESLEY’S CHAPEL – CITY OF LONDON
49 City Road London EC1 1AU: Old Sreet & Moorgate nearest Tube stations

SUMMER CONFERENCE at the HOUSE OF LORDS
Sponsored by Lord Maclennan of Rogart, this event on 'A New Cold War in Europe?'
highlights tensions in Eastern Europe between USA/NATO, EU and Russia and the dangers to
peace. Date and speakers to be announced.
For both above conferences see: www.unitingforpeace.org

Review: Islamic Militancy Analysed
Rich information and meaningful insight into the complex world of
anti-Western Jihadism are in abundance in Jason Burke: The
New Threat from Islamic Militancy [Bodley Head £16.99 ISBN: 9781847-923479]. Essential for understanding ISIS, alQaeda and affiliates, Boko Haram and al-Shabaab, and the
seeming chaos of terrorist networks, this study by a leading
authority on lslamist radicalism ranges from 19th-century faithinspired anti-colonial movements to post-Sadat resurgence of
political Islam as religious narratives replaced failed Western-style
modernist agendas across the Middle East, and current
proliferation of Islamist militias and terrorist groups with regional

and global agendas. He stresses most of the 500,000-plus deaths
from terrorism and the 'war on terror' [2001-2014] have been in the
arc of suffering from Tunisia to Afghanistan; almost all the violence
has been outside USA/Europe. Rejecting notions these movements
signify a regressive neo-mediaevalism, Bourke sees Islamic
militancy as "profoundly contemporary, a product of the same
global inter-action of politics, economics, culture, technology and
social organisation" affecting us all. The intense dynamic of a
fervently believed perversion of one of the world's great religions,
heightened by end-time Caliphate-focused Utopianism, is the
distinctive ingredient of this very dangerous challenge.
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